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A body moves through space, becomes space itself. Altering and visible. Movement 
traces the landscape of the imaginary. Follows immaterial and tactile spaces while being 
a part of it. Accumulation and immersion carry on. The shared time leaves a trace in 
every present body. A fact that has a life of its own. To be discovered, connected, left 
alone. 

Ursula Nill began her education as a dancer in 2003. Moving through different 
movement practices and styles, she is nowadays concerned with how the body is 
conditioned, shaped and understood in different contexts. Through physical, oftentimes 
repetitive work she uses her own body to investigate the political and cultural 
environments of her surroundings. 

SCHICHTEN dissects and moves the sediments in the body of the performer. 
Sediments of history, of encounters. Performing being a body in the bank and in the 
subway, having grown up in a small town in Switzerland, the sensation when swimming 
in the Rhine. Practicing ballet, Graham technique, being a dance student and later being 
a dancer, Nill’s body has been and is still appropriating endless movement material of 
different choreographers. 

In SCHICHTEN these sediments keep on being negotiated and interrogated. It is an on-
going gesture of re-embodiment, the movement material is made by the movement she 
was made of, and is still constituting her - collecting more and more. Schichten in 
German means both, “layers” and “layering”. In SCHICHTEN the observation of present 
facts and their production are falling into one. 

And so now Ursula Nill carries the ghost of Martha Graham into Kulturhuset. As she is 
carried by the ghosts of many others: teachers, colleagues, choreographers, friends. 
Their presence has built deposits, which are appropriated as a body. An assembled 
body. Nill is exploring this composition as well as facilitating layers in space at 
Kulturhuset. Her “me“ contains the ghosts that contain her and assimilates into an 
always altering landscape of traces, stories and nows. 

Ursula Nill (CH) holds a diploma in dance from the „Hochschule für Musik und Tanz 
Köln“ and works as a performer, choreographer and dancer. 
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